I/We would like to support the mission of StoryCorps and salute the honorees with a gift of:

**PRESENTING UNDERWRITER............. $100,000**

**Impact:** Supports the creation of 10 uplifting and inspiring StoryCorps stories shared with an audience of 14 million on NPR and through StoryCorps digital platforms. **Donor receives:**
- 40 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guests
- listing as a Gala Chair
- special recognition in the event credits including logo on event page and year-round listing on StoryCorps website with logo
- complimentary e-journal ad
- up to five facilitated virtual StoryCorps interviews
- two custom Audio Card Stories (2-3 minute edited audio story with a photograph and scrolling text)

**PRODUCER ................................ $50,000**

**Impact:** Contributes to the production of three StoryCorps Animations that will reach more than six million viewers on PBS stations, and through StoryCorps’ digital platforms. **Donor receives:**
- 25 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guests
- listing as a Gala Co-Chair
- special recognition in the event credits including name on event page and year-round listing on StoryCorps website with logo
- complimentary premium e-journal ad
- up to three facilitated virtual StoryCorps interviews
- one custom Audio Card Story

**CHAMPION....................................... $25,000**

**Impact:** Provides the StoryCorps Signature interview experience to 500 individuals, free of charge, across the country. The Signature interview is a conversation between two people who know each other well, facilitated by StoryCorps staff. A copy of the recording is given to participants to share with their loved ones and can be saved to the StoryCorps Archive and the Library of Congress. **Donor receives:**
- 15 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guests
- listing as a Gala Vice Chair
- special recognition in the event credits including year-round listing on StoryCorps website with logo
- complimentary preferred e-journal ad
- two facilitated virtual StoryCorps interviews

**BENEFACTOR.................................... $15,000**

**Impact:** Gives 300 people the opportunity to record and preserve meaningful conversations using StoryCorps Connect or the StoryCorps App on their home computers or mobile devices. **Donor receives:**
- 10 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guests
- recognition in the event credits and year-round listing on StoryCorps website with logo
- complimentary e-journal ad
- Signature StoryCorps interview at a StoryBooth or MobileBooth, location to be determined

**SUPPORTER .................................... $10,000**

**Impact:** Covers equipment, travel and ancillary expenses for two StoryCorps MobileBooth Facilitators as they bring the StoryCorps Signature interview experience to new audiences and participants nationwide. **Donor receives:**
- 8 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guests
- recognition in the event credits
- complimentary ½ page e-journal ad
- 6 sets of StoryCorps Great Question Cards
- access to exclusive “Sneak Peeks” of StoryCorps animations

**PARTNER ..................................... $5,000**

**Impact:** Supports the production of one StoryCorps podcast episode, distributed by NPR and downloaded by an audience of hundreds of thousands. **Donor receives:**
- 4 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guests
- recognition in the event credits
- complimentary ¼ page e-journal ad
- 4 sets of StoryCorps Great Question Cards

**FRIEND.......................................... $2,500**

**Impact:** Underwrites two virtual training sessions with StoryCorps’ community partners – which include hospitals, bereavement centers, community organizations, schools, libraries, and more – on how to listen for and tell great stories. **Donor receives:**
- 2 access tickets to Virtual Gala and hospitality boxes sent to you and your guest
- recognition in the event credits
- complimentary ¼ page e-journal ad
- 2 sets of StoryCorps Great Question Cards
- choice of notebook or baseball cap

**CONTRIBUTOR................................. $1,000**

**Impact:** Supports a tailored Do-It-Yourself training kit for one community partner organization to be shared with its representatives and their constituents. **Donor receives** one access ticket to Virtual Gala and hospitality box sent to you, and recognition in the event credits.

**E-JOURNAL ADS (ads calibrated for viewing times)**

**GOLD AD(S)................................. $3,000 each**

**SILVER AD(S)............................... $1,500 each**

**BRONZE AD(S)............................. $1,000 each**

**BLACK & WHITE AD(S)............... $ 500 each**

E-journal should be at 300 dpi (jpeg). We recommend including a PDF, with no crop marks, of the final ad as well for reference. Ads must be submitted by October 16th to StoryCorps@resevt.com
CONTRIBUTION

I/We cannot attend but wish to make a fully tax-deductible contribution of $__________ in support of StoryCorps.

DONOR INFORMATION

Name (as you would like it to appear in donor listings)

Name (donor)

Company (if applicable)

Address

City       State    Zip

Phone       Email

___Enclosed is my check made payable to StoryCorps.

-OR-

___Please charge my:  ___AmEx   ___MasterCard   ___Visa   ___Discover

Card number                 Expiration date

Name as it appears on card

Email to StoryCorps@resevt.com or fax to 212.627.1667 by July 10, 2020 for listing in early Gala materials.

All gifts to the 2020 Virtual Gala are fully tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.

For more information, please call StoryCorps Virtual Gala HQ at 212.627.1000 x21 or email StoryCorps@resevt.com.

Responses can be mailed in the enclosed reply envelope or sent to:
   StoryCorps Virtual Gala HQ, 45 Tudor City Place, #1418, New York, NY 10017